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About This Game

■ Storyline
A man returns to his world to reclaim all he has lost

without knowing that everything has changed since he left...

■ A 5d3b920ae0

Title: Color Symphony 2
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
REMIMORY
Publisher:
REMIMORY
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2015

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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Cool premise, really cool look. About a hundred levels of super frenetic, reflex heavy platforming for your enjoyment.
Warning: this game gets effing HARD.. A wonderful platformer with a simplet but difficult premise: Excluding Black, three
colours of platforms exist, each colour cancelling out another, making the player switch platforms and traps out of existence to
navigate each platform level to the exit. Solid gameplay and framerate, excellent controls and responsiveness. Highly
recommended.. Cool premise, really cool look. About a hundred levels of super frenetic, reflex heavy platforming for your
enjoyment. Warning: this game gets effing HARD.. Cool premise, really cool look. About a hundred levels of super frenetic,
reflex heavy platforming for your enjoyment. Warning: this game gets effing HARD.. The last chapter is too hard for me but
the game overall is a big improovment over the first one,if you have rage issues don t play this.
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